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Purpose of the Session
• Covid-19 has forced unprecedented change and channel shift 

on communities, workforces and members. Cllrs need as 
much support as possible to navigate the emerging 
technologies now required to continue fulfilling their 
democratic duty to residents. Digital communications and new 
forms of engagement will be important to master as more and 
more services move online.

• How can Cllrs embrace the new forms of digital 
communication?
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Fireside Chat: Cllr Shama Tatler, LB Brent

• Top tips:

o Look at building safeguards and creating boundaries online

o Know when to disconnect and being disciplined in your routine

o Putting on an out of office on your email to ensure you set 

reasonable expectations for replies and responses

oReserve days in the week and coordinate with your lead 

officers to have days for council work or designated days when 

devices are turned off



Digital Communications
Civility in Public Life: Digital Citizenship 
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Outline

In this presentation I will make three points: 

1.That online harassment is frequent

2.What digital citizenship is and why is it important 

3.Resources to help councillors  develop a healthy civic culture when communicating 
online

Data: 

Bottom-up approach

• Online survey conducted, with the support of BA/Leverhulme small grant 

SRG19\191702 between April and June 2020

• Three webinars conducted in December 2020
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Online harassment

“Abuse, intimidation, harassment facilitated by 
technology” (Esposito 2020) 

Incivility, derogatory communication, non-policy based or that derive in the personal 
characteristics of the individuals in a derogatory manner (Kuperberg 2020)

• 40% of councillors have been on the receiving end of technology-

enabled abuse

• 91% experienced the abuse from angry members of the public or other 

councillors

• 6 in every 10 experienced fear as result 

• Current approaches are reactive and limited 

• What can we do to change they way we interact online? 
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Digital citizenship

• It is part of Civility in Public life 

• Responsible behaviour when using technology and 
encouraging others to do so as well. 

• Digital literacy, ethics, etiquette, online safety, 
norms, rights, culture and more.  

• Developing digital citizenship requires us to improve 
online political communications

• Agree to disagree and disagree in a respectful way 
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In summary

1. Reactive approaches to deal with online harassment 
are insufficient 

2. We need to change the way we engage in political 
discussions 

3. Digital Citizenship is about having civic conversations 

4. The LGA has been working on guidelines to help 
fostering a positive political culture 

5. No approach will be sufficient but steps are going on 
the right direction
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Personal Perspective

• Cllr Peter Fleming, Leader, Sevenoaks District Council; 

Chair Improvement and Innovation Board, LGA



social media
noun
websites and applications that 
enable users to create and share 
content or to participate in social 
networking



















why?



Social media 
doesn’t fix anything. 
It just amplifies 
things.





UK 79%





43m users





30m 
users







15m 
users



+31%







































































@dmontfort
She isn't on Twitter

@philxxxxxx
Why not? She should be.

@dmontfort
I don't believe it is a prerequisite



@dmontfort

@cllrpeterfleming

peterfleming72

@dmontfort

@dmontfort
@thelongboardchronicles



DIGITAL 
COMMUNICATIONS:
TOP TIPS FOR 
COUNCILLORS

with @darrencaveney on behalf of the LGA



Today’s facilitator…

@darrencaveney   I @comms2point0.co.uk  I darrencaveney@gmail.com



QUESTIONS…

1. Should you be on social media?

2. Is it harder for an elected member?



TRUST Locally
74% of respondents singled out local councillors, as opposed to members of 

parliament (12%) and government minsters (8%), as the individuals they most 
trust to make decisions about how services are provided.

LGA, Oct 2020



WHERE DO YOUR RESIDENTS 
GET THEIR NEWS?



45% FROM SOCIAL MEDIA



workshop:  introductions  

SPOTTING
OPPORTUNITIES



SPOTTING OPPORTUNITIES
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SOCIAL MEDIA WORKSHOP



workshop:  introductions  
WHAT DOES
GOOD 
LOOK LIKE…





TOP TIPS FOR GETTING THE 
MOST FROM  SOCIAL MEDIA



Top Tip for content ratio – The ‘Rule of Thirds’

First third – your key messages/priorities

Second third – sharing other people’s content

Final third – engagement, non work related content



TOP TIP: KNOW YOUR MEDIA LANDSCAPE 



FACEBOOK TIPS



FACEBOOK TIPS – TOP 3

1. understand your insights – trends, what works/doesn’t work

2. local/interest groups identify them and ask if you can join

3. comments are better than likes…



TWITTER TIPS



TWITTER TIPS – TOP 3

1. influential consider breaking news, opinion formers and media

2. make the most of your profile page

3. twitter algorithm – use your full 280 characters





5 POTENTIAL BENEFITS FROM LINKEDIN

1. engagement and reach rates 
2. groups and companies on your patch
3. better recruitment opportunities
4. improve/promote your organisational profile
5. network and talk with peers



DON’T FORGET EMAIL

QUESTION
HOW MANY UK ADULTS HAS AN EMAIL 
ACCOUNT??



93%



good practice 

elected member account





governance
good governance



REMEMBER – ANYONE CAN BE BANNED FROM SOCIAL…

GOOD GOVERNANCE



governance issues to things to think about…

▪ social media policy

▪ councillor guidelines

▪ members code of conduct

▪ opening a new account

▪ passwords



purdah top tips…



try not to argue on social media… 
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Summary 1: Online Harassment

• Online harassment is any form of abuse or intimidation that has been facilitated by technologies of information.  This includes threats, insults 
or derogatory communications delivered on social media or over email. 

• Based on this definition, results of an LGA survey show that 30% of the respondents have suffered of online harassment. 

• Online harassment has important emotional consequences as 6 in every 10 councillors have experienced some fear while performing their 
duties

• Some limitations emerge from the various forms of social media and online harassment. This can include multiple platforms and multiple 
perpetrators.

• Also, some practical limitations due to the large volume of communications and limited resources of time and money faced by councillors and 
the police. 

• Some ethical limitations come from the moderation approach itself. Who decides what is and what is not threatening online? This really 
depend on values and social norms. 

• In all, what we can say is that current approaches are reactive and not preventive. But the reality is that once a post is seen, the threat cannot 
be unseen, and it is already done. We need to tackle, from the root, the reasons why members of the public feel entitled to communicate with 
representatives this way. We need a long term solution that changes culture. 
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Summary 2

46% of councillors 

experience some form of 

inappropriate behaviour

30% experienced 

harassment on social 

media

28% received abusive or 

threatening emails 

Together it means that 

40% of councillors have 

been on the receiving 

end of technology-

enabled abuse

25% of online harassed 

also received threats and 

12% had people loitering 

around their homes or 

work

91% experienced the 

abuse from angry 

members of the public or 

other councillors
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Summary 3: What can we do? 
• Engaging in appropriate and responsible behaviour when using technology and encouraging others to 

do so as well. It encompasses digital literacy, ethics, etiquette, online safety, norms, rights, culture and 

more.  

• Developing digital citizenship requires us to improve online political communications. It is about 

expressing our opinions while respecting others’ rights and personas and avoiding putting them at risk 

or causing unnecessary distress. It is about respecting freedom of speech and dissidence while 

condemning abuse. 

• Look at building safeguards and creating boundaries online – avoid reactive approaches to deal with 

online harassment. Know when to step away and return with a level head.  



USEFUL RESOURCES

LGA – councillors guide to handling intimidation

https://www.local.gov.uk/councillors-guide-handling-intimidation

LGA – councillors and social media advice

https://www.local.gov.uk/councillors-and-social-media

LGA – purdah advice

https://www.local.gov.uk/our-support/guidance-and-resources/pre-election-period

Building a narrative – effective storytelling

https://www.local.gov.uk/our-support/guidance-and-resources/comms-hub-communications-support/building-narrative-your-
council

comms2point0 - public sector communications best practice

https://comms2point0.co.uk/

resources to help: introduction to digital communications

https://www.local.gov.uk/councillors-guide-handling-intimidation
https://www.local.gov.uk/councillors-and-social-media
https://www.local.gov.uk/our-support/guidance-and-resources/pre-election-period
https://www.local.gov.uk/our-support/guidance-and-resources/comms-hub-communications-support/building-narrative-your-council
https://comms2point0.co.uk/

